How three supersegmental variables (amplitude, pitch contour, and duration pattern) influence phrase boundary perception was investigated in two studies. Listeners located the phrase boundary in ambiguous algebraic expressions, such as "(A plus E) times O" and "A plus (E times O)." In one experiment, two values of e•ch of three variables (appropriate or neutral) were orthogonally varied, using linear predictive coding analysis-synthesis procedures. There was a total of eight manipulations for each expression. In the other, the three suprasegmental variables were exchanged between the two alternative meanings of an expression, yielding a total of eight manipulations for each expression. Results from the two studies were consistent in showing that listeners use all three cues, and just these three to parse such utterances. That is, it was possible to completely shift the meaning of an expression uttered with one meaning into its alternate meaning by exchanging all three variables. In both studies, the effects of duration pattern and pitch contour were additive in total proportion correct. Possible models of how listeners process pitch and duration information independently in making a parsing decision are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Observations of production data have indicated that a number of acoustic events are correlated with the presence of a major syntactic boundary. For instance, speakers can modulate the fundamental frequency contour to group together words that constitute a major syntactic unit. Similarly, the durational pattern or rhythmic structure of an utterance varies with syntactic structure. For example, Klatt (1975) observed that phonetic segments are lengthened before syntactic boundaries. Speakers sometimes insert pauses at phrase boundaries (O'Malley, Kloker, and Dara-Abrams, 1973; Macdonald, 1976) as well as alter the phonetic structure itself preceding a boundary (Lehiste, 1960; Lehiste, 1973; Dukes and Nakatani, 1976) . Thus, there appear to be numerous options available to signal a major syntactic boundary's presence. However, with respect to the listener's perception of syntactic boundaries, the relative importance of various acoustic cues is still unknown. There exists a Sizable literature on how various suprasegmental cues, such as amplitude, fundamental frequency, and duration contribute to the perception of lexical stress in polysyllabic words presented in isolation (Fry, 1955; Belingert, 1958; Fry, 1958; Rigualt, 1962 Many ambiguous sentences often are difficult for listeners to perceive as ambiguous. Even if listeners can perceive a meaning duality, it is difficult to find' sentences with nearly equally probable alternative meanings.
In the first experiment two values of these three prosodic variables were orthogonally varied (a naturally occurring value and a neutral value), yielding a total of eight manipulations for each expression. All expressions were analyzed and manipulated using linear predictive coding analysis-synthesis procedures. Listeners decided on the phrase boundary's location. In a second experiment these same three suprasegmental variables were systematically exchanged between the two alternative renderings of a given expression.
This procedure of orthogonal variation allows one not only to rank variables in terms of relative importance in the perceptual parsing process, but in addition one can test 
pressions: (1) "(A plus E) times O," (2) "A plus (E times O)," (3) "(A times E) plus O," and (4) "A times (E plus O)
." For each production, the speaker was instructed to convey by whatever means he deemed appropriate, the desired syntactic bracketing structure. In addition the speaker produced each of the following unambiguous, unbracketed expressions: (1) A times E times O, and (2) A plus E plus O. The speaker was instructed to avoid parsing these unbracketed expressions.
All expressions were intermixed and recorded in random order.
Previous to the experiment proper, two exemplars of each of the four bracketed expressions were presented in a random order to six listeners.
There were ten repetitions of each of the eight utterances. Listeners decided whether the speaker intended "E" to be grouped with "A" as a single unit, or whether "E" and "0" constituted a single unit. On the basis of these pretest results, the exemplar of each expression with the fewer errors was selected for further analysis. The average error rate for the four selected expressions was 5.5%. The set of bracketed expressions was constructed by concatenating appropriate words from the unbracketed expressions to form the basic utterances to be manipulated. For example, the expression, "A plus E times O" was constructed in two ways. In one case, the elements "A plus E" were taken from the unbracketed expressions "A plus E plus O," while the elements "times O" were excised from another unbracketed expression, "A times E times O." These elements "A plus E" and 'times O" were then concatenated to form the expression, "A plus E times O." Similarly, in the second case "A plus" was taken from "A plus E plus O," while "E times O" was taken from "A times E times O." 
Sub/ects
The subjects were 20 local high school students, who were paid for participation.
Procedure
Subjects were told that they would hear two algebraic expressions, either "A plus E times O" or "A times E plus O," which could be grouped in two different ways. They were told about the two possible bracketing structures for each expression. They were to decide for each sentence which of the two alternative meanings was the one conveyed by the speaker. If "E" was grouped with "A" as in "(A plus E) times O," one written response was required ("1"), and conversely, if they thought "E" was grouped with "O," as in "A plus (E times O)," another response was required ("2"). 
Subjects
Seventeen high school students were paid for their participation. The experiment was conducted on two consecutive days.
Procedure
The procedure was basically the same as the procedure described in experiment I. However, here every subject heard all stimuli, i.e., the design was completely within-subjects. Each subject judged all 128 utterances a total of four times. On each day, subjects heard alternating blocks of speaker I and speaker 2 for a total of four blocks. The groups of four blocks were counterbalanced across subjects.
B. Results the duration of the operands, "A" and "E" depending on the syntactic structure. When "A" directly preceded the phrase boundary, it was lengthened relative to "E," and vice versa. Table III shows the durational patterns for both speakers. Again, neither speaker inserted juncture pauses as a disambiguation cue. All silent portions between an operand and operator were within the range 0f values observed for word-initial, nonphraseinitial stop closures (Umeda, 1977) . However, even though the durational strategies appeared to be the same for the two speakers, there were differences in their realizations of them. Speaker l's utterances taken as a whole were significantly longer than speaker 2's (t (7) = 5.13, p < 0.01). In an attempt to control for this overall speech rate difference, the "A" to "E" duration ratios were examined in all sentences. These duration ratios {before/after boundary) were reliably greater for speaker 1 (t (7) --4.29, p < 0.01) with an average ratio of 1.89 for speaker 1 and 1.36 for speaker 2. Thus, speaker 1 not only spoke more slowly, but made a clearer distinction between operands before and after the phrase boundary, which presumably facilitated listeners' judgments. was 14% for speaker 1 and 20% for speaker 2. However, the two speakers used pitch differentially to disambiguate the expressions. Speaker 1 placed a rise-fall-rise pattern on the operand preceding the boundary, whereas speaker 2 placed a rising contour on the operator preceding the phrase boundary.
Amplitude was the least effective disambiguation cue, shifting overall categorization response by only 2.6% over the two speakers. However, this effect was reli-
able (F (1, 16)=10.29, p<0.01). Further, there was a duration by amplitude interaction (F (1, 16) --5.62, lb <0.05), as well as a three-way interaction (F (1, 16) = 4.54, p < 0.05). (Note that in this experiment ampli-
tude was a within-subjects factor, whereas in the first experiment it was a between-subjects factor. However, the same pattern of results was obtained in both studies.) As in experiment I, amplitude alone was not an important disambiguation cue, i.e., the cells + amplitude, -duration, -pitch and -amplitude, -duration, -pitch do not differ. Amplitude manifests itself as a cue only when duration is "+."
In an attempt to characterize amplitude differences between the two meanings of the expressions, the average amplitude was calculated in the vowel portion of each 
III. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Modeling the listener's decision process
In both experiments the effects of pitch and duration did not interact, r•ther their effects summed in total probability correct. That is, it is possible to predict their combined effect by merely adding their separate effects.
Results from the two experiments can be used to propose and choose among various models of the listeners' decision process. In the interest of brevity, three relatively disparate models of how listeners might use pitch and duration cues will be contrasted. Briefly, the first model assumes that pitch and duration information are processed in independent channels or processors. Each processor outputs a probability of a correct parsing on each trial. The outputs from both processors are combined probabilistically in making the parsing decision. The second model, an alternating model assumes that a parsing decision is made using either pitch or duration information, but not both on any given trial. Thus, the listener's decision alternates between using pitch and To complete this model, we need to consider that a correct response could also be due to guessing the correct parsing based on neither pitch nor duration cues. For the data from experiment I let: Pd be the probability of correctly judging the location of the phrase boundary using duration information when it is available; Pp, the probability of correctly judging the location of the phrase boundary using pitch information when it is available; and g, the probability of a correct guess, when neither duration nor pitch information is available. Thus, when only the duration cue provides information as to the phrase boundary location, the output of the duration processor is either "0" (the location of the boundary is not known) or 'T' (the location of the boundary is known). If the processor outputs a "1," the location of the phrase boundary is consistent with the acoustic input. That is, if the output is "1," the subject is indeed correct. If the output of the duration processor is "0," a guess as to the phrase boundary location is made. Thus, the probability of correctly judging the phrase boundary location using only duration information is Pd. A guess will be made with probability (1 -Pal), and the guess will have a probability "•' of being correct. Thus, the observed probability of a correct parsing decision based on duration information alone (Pcd) is the sum of the probability that the duration processor outputs a correct decision plus the probability of correctly guessing the phrase boundary location Pcd = Pd + g(1 -Pd) .
Similarly, the observed probability of a correct parsing decision based on pitch information alone equals Pcp= Pp + g'(1 -Pp) .
When both pitch and duration provide informatioa as to the phrase boundary location, there is a probability Pd that the duration processor arrived at a correct parsing and a probability Pp that the pitch processor arrived at a correct parsing. If either or both processors output a "1," a correct response will be made with, probability, Pd+Pp-PdPp. If both processors output a "0," a guess will be made with probability [1-(Pd +Pp-PdPp)].
Again, there is a probability g that the guess will be correct. Thus, the observed probability correct when both duration and pitch information are present in the acous- The guessing probability (g) is taken to be the observed probability of a correct parsing decision when neither pitch nor duration information is present--namely, the In experiment II pitch and duration cues were exchanged between the two alternative meanings. In this case, we assume that the subject starts with an assumption of one or the other meaning: Pd is the probability that duration signals a chagge of meaning; Pp, the probability that pitch signals a change of meaning; and g, the probability that a change in meaning will result from guessing alone, if neither pitch nor duration leads to a change. As before, the observed probability correct (Pc) for each of the three conditions equals
Pc.--P. +g(1-P.) .
In estimating Pal, Pp, and Palp, we let g equal the probability that the subject selects the alternate meaning, when neither pitch nor duration signals a change in meaning. In other words, g equals one minus the observed probability correct in the original utterance condition (i.e., the +D, +P, +A condition). Using this The second model is shown in Fig. 4 . In model II on any given trial the parsing decision is made using duration information with probability, Pch or the parsing decision is made using pitch information with probability (1 -Pch). If the duration processor is selected, the probability that the duration processor will yield the correct parsing decision is Pd. Similarly, if the pitch processor is selected, its probability of arriving at a correct parsing decision equals Pp. Thus, when both pitch and duration information are present, the Pdp prediction Table V . l Models I and II assume that the outputs from the duration and pitch processors are combined probabilistically. However, if we abandon the requirement of a probabilistic combining rule, there is a variant of model I which will produce additivity of pitch and duration cues in total proportion correct. This third model is shown in Fig. 5 .
In model III, instead of having the duration and pitch processors output binary responses with certain probabilities attached to them, we assume that both processors output numbers ranging from zero to one, which indicate the degree to which a certain cue is consistent with each parsing. Thus, the duration processor outputs two values; D1 (the degree to which the duration information is consistent with meaning one) and D2 (the degree to which the duration information is consistent with meaning two). Similarly, the pitch processor examines the pitch information and outputs two numbers ranging from zero to one; P1 and P2. These "consistency" numbers or strength estimates are then transmitted to a combiner, which takes the average of D1 and In all the models presented, the pitch and duration processors have been assumed to be independent. If both processors output probabilities, we expect to observe the pattern of results predicted by model I; namely, we expect an interaction (i.e., PdPp >0). The absence of such an interaction may suggest that pitch and duration are not processed independently as we have assumed, since the probability of both cues together (Pdp) is greater than the sum of the parts (Pd + Pp -PdPp).
It may be that pitch and duration are inseparable cues, i.e., they form some sort of integrated percept or "gestalt." The plausibility of such an explanation is bolstered by the fact that in natural speech pitch and duration information are normally consistent or perfectly correlated. Due to this correlation in nature, listeners may have learned to treat these two cues as an integrated whole, i.e., they do not perceive the two cues independently. In addition, both pitch and duration exist in the time domain. Duration is obviously time-dependent. However, the pitch contour is also a function of both time and fundamental frequency. Thus, it is logically impossible to manipulate these two cues independently. We observed that the separate duration and pitch manipulations affected phrase boundary perception. Thus, the rise and fall of the pitch conveyed information about the syntactic structure. Similarly, the durational relation of the elements in a sentence also conveyed information about the syntactic structure.
However, either manipulation alone distorts the melody or tune of the utterance, and this tune or melody cannot be perfectly reconstructed without changing both simultaneously.
IV. CONCLUSION
The results of the two experiments are consistent. Both the pitch contour and the duration pattern were reliably used as cues in parsing ambiguous algebraic expressions. Amplitude by comparison appears to be a less important cue that is only effected in combination with appropriate values of duration. Moreover, at least for this set of sentences, only these three cues are used in phrase boundary perception. That is, the segmental or spectral characteristics of the utterance were not reliable cues for the location of the phrase boundary. There were differences between the speakers in the effectiveness of the duration cue. For these two speakers, duration had a larger range of effectiveness than did pitch. For one speaker, for whom duration differences between pre-and postboundary positions were quite pronounced, altering duration shifted categorization responses by 44%, whereas for the second speaker, whose pre-and postboundary duration differences were less pronounced, the effects of duration was smaller.
Two probabilistic models and one nonprobabilistic model were discussed. Since the effects of pitch and duration summed in total probability correct, it appears that listeners do not independently combine the probabilities of duration and pitch providing a correct parsing when deciding on the location of a phrase boundary. However, the other two models were consistent with the data. One, a probabilistic model, assumes that pitch and duration information are used in an alternating fashion with one or the other cue determining the phraseboundary location on a particular trial.
In the other model, the pitch and duration processors output values indicating the degree of consistency of a particular utterance with each of the two possible parsings. These consistency values are then averaged to determine the phrase boundary decision. 
